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Unique and Non-Unique Indexes
Unique

◦ Columns that make up the index – UNIQUE



Typically this is not ‘all’ the data you might
need in an SQL statement
◦ Additional data from the row is needed



A UNIQUE index, with ‘additional’ information
could make it possible to have
‘INDEX ONLY’ access for an SQL statement
◦ Meaning DB2 does not access the data page
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Prior Releases

◦ Only columns used in the Unique constraint specified



Now DB2 10

◦ Expands the index functionality in NFM
◦ Adding the optional INCLUDE clause for
CREATE INDEX and ALTER INDEX statements



INCLUDE columns supported :
ONLY on Unique Indexes

◦ Purpose of decreasing the index maintenance
◦ Reducing physical storage required for additional
indexes
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In DB2 9
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI1 ON TB1
(c1,c2,c3) ;
/* Unique Constraint /Primary Key */
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI2 ON TB2
(c1,c2,c3,c4,c5) ;
/* Additional index used for Index Only */
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In DB2 10, use either:
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CBI1 ON TB1
(c1,c2,c3) INCLUDE (c4,c5)

or

ALTER INDEX CBI1 ADD INCLUDE (c4);
ALTER INDEX CBI1 ADD INCLUDE (c5);

and

DROP INDEX CBI2
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By eliminating additional indexes

◦ Cost of added overhead for maintaining and storing
the additional indexes is reduced





‘Open pageset lock’ and ‘Unlock’ of a table
space would be eliminated by an index-only
access
Other Tradeoffs?
◦ What about activity on this index?
◦ What about maintenance on this index?
◦ How do we go about deciding ‘which’ columns to
add?
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Dynamic SQL statement can possibly be
shared with a cached statement rather than
having a new statement added to the cacheIF the only difference between the dynamic
SQL statement and the cached statement is
literal constants
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The copy also is shared among multiple
threads as appropriate for the cache
matching criteria
This happens if all other cache match criteria
are the same
Saving space
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In DB2 10

◦ 5 to 10 times more concurrent threads in a single
DB2 member
◦ Focus on Concurrency comes up




Access to Currently Committed Data
BIND level parameter
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Individual Package Option

◦ Handle data concurrency situations



CURRENTACCESSRESOLUTION parameter with
USECURRENTLYCOMMITTED



WAITFOROUTCOME settings



◦ Setting instructs the system to ignore rows that are in
the process of being inserted and use only currently
committed rows
◦ Setting specifies that applicable scans must wait for a
commit or rollback operation to complete when data
is in the process of being updated or deleted
◦ Rows that are in the process of being inserted are not
skipped
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DB2 10 provides an individual package option
for managing concurrency within applications
◦ This enhancement provides a DB2 package level
BIND parameter to let you choose the way
applications handle data concurrency situations



Helps the application package quickly
perform the desired concurrency action
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NEW application access path
Used when SQL has multiple ‘OR’ conditions
when referencing the same index
Now scans the index only once
◦ Usually application types using this type of
processing are searching, scrolling
◦ Eliminates a final sort of multiple index scans
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Cuts down the number of RID list entries for
the processing,
Which can improve I/O and CPU
performance
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RID Pool
Helps avoid the table space scan with its
associated elapsed time, locking impact and
performance overhead
Eliminates most of the synchronous I/O’s
and the I/O waits that are associated to the
large gaps in the non-leaf pages during the
sequential read
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Contains the internal form of SQL statements
that are contained in a package
◦ Skeleton package




Part of the DB2 Directory
Where do they ‘RUN’ when loaded?
◦ EDM Pool

EDM DBD pool

Database descriptors

EDM skeleton pool

Skeleton copies of plans (SKCTs) and
packages (SKPTs)

EDM statement pool

The cached dynamic SQL statements
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DB2 10 NO SPT01 compression
DB2 10 restructures SPT01 to allow storing
packages in LOBs
SPT01 is split into several pieces with the larger
sections of each package stored in two LOBs
This greatly expands the number of packages of
SPT01

◦ However, it makes compression ineffective on packages
because LOBs cannot be compressed
◦ DB2 10 also moves SPT01 to the 32 KB buffer pool (from
8K) to further position towards additional improvements
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Using LOBs columns

◦ Provides more space for growth
◦ Prevents compression (LOBs)



In the directory database in a
◦ Partition-by-growth table space




Existing table DSNDB01.SPT01
Redefined in DB2 10 as SYSIBM.SPT01
◦ Table is populated by the DSNTIJEN job
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SPT01_INLINE_LENGTH subsystem parameter

◦ Specifies the maximum length of LOB column data
in the SPT01 directory table space that is to be
maintained in the base table
◦ NO Compression – LOBs (BLOBs & CLOBs)
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SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE and SYSIBM.SYSPLAN

NEW column
Identify obsolete packages to safely free
Maintained for triggers and stored procedures too!
As package header is requested from EDM, this
data type column is filled out
◦ IF you BIND(REPLACE) column is reset to default
value of CURRENT DATE
◦
◦
◦
◦

 Can be updated in DB2 10 Conversion Mode (CM)
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Must REBIND in DB2 10 to get access path
improvements
◦ IBM documentation - 25% improvement



REBIND



Might Need Vendor Software

◦ Causes you to have heart burn or purple moment?
◦ Afraid of commitment?
◦
◦
◦
◦

PATHCHECKER
Identify access path changes for you
Usually you see 60-70% of packages with no change
Those identified can save you!
 That’s where you focus your time
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Because of these enhancements

◦ BIND and REBIND processing is less likely to fail due
to lack of space in the SYSIBM.SPT01 table space




Improved access path selection
Identify those packages in column LASTUSED
than have not been used recently
◦ Helps in the ‘clean-up’ the environment
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Support for Partition By Growth Table spaces
in the WORKFILE database
◦ WFDBSEP – YES/NO (Default)
◦ Unconditional separation of table spaces in a work
file database, based on their allocation attributes



MAXTEMPS_RID (ZPARM)

◦ Amount of temporary work file space for a single
RID List when RID Pool storage fills



In-Memory work file enhancement
◦ More opportunity to use
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NEW Parameter in DSNZPARM - WFDBSEP
 DSN6SPRM



YES

◦ DB2 always directs DGTT (dynamic global temporary
table) work only to DB2-managed (STOGROUP) work file
table spaces defined with a non-zero SECQTY
◦ WORKFILE work only to other work file table spaces



NO

◦ Attempts to direct DGTT work to DB2-managed
(STOGROUP) work file table spaces defined with a nonzero SECQTY
◦ WORKFILE work to any other work file table space
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DSNTIP9 INSTALL DB2 – WORK FILE DATABASE
===>
Enter work file configuration options below:
1 TEMP 4K SPACE ===> 20
Amount of 4K-page work space (MB)
2 TEMP 4K TBL SPACES ===> 1
Number of table spaces for 4K-page data
3 TEMP 4K SEG SIZE ===> 16
Segment size of 4K-page table spaces
4 TEMP 32K SPACE ===> 20
Amount of 32K-page work space (MB)
5 TEMP 32K TBL SPACES ===> 1
Number of table spaces for 32K-page data
6 TEMP 32K SEG SIZE ===> 16
Segment size of 32K-page table spaces
7 MAX TEMP STG/AGENT ===> 0
Maximum MB of temp storage space
that can be used by a single agent



8 SEPARATE WORK FILES ===> NO Unconditionally separate DGTT work and
Work file work in different work file TSs based on their allocation attributes



9 MAX TEMP RIDS ===> NOLIMIT Max RID blocks of temp storage space that



can be used by a single RID list
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First This enhancements reduces the CPU time
for workloads that execute queries that
require the use of small work files
Span Multiple pages to accommodate large
record and sort key lengths for sort records
Partition By Growth TS
Unconditional separation of TS in a work file
data base
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Second In-Memory Work Files

◦ Helps workloads with queries that require the use
of small work files to consume less CPU time
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New DSNZPARM:
MAXTEMPS_RID (in DSN6SPRM)

◦ Determines the maximum amount of temporary
storage in the work file database that a single RID
list can use at a time
◦ The work file storage is used for the RID list when
the RID pool storage cannot be used to contain all
the RIDs
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DB2 9 RID List Processing

◦ V9 RID Overflow can cause DB2 to Change the SQL
access method to a table space scan



DB2 10

◦ Now if RID Pool Resources are exhausted

 RID list is written to Work File and processing
continues
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Eliminates most of the
◦ Synchronous I/O’s
◦ I/O waits

 Associated to the large gaps in the non-leaf pages
during the sequential read
 Avoids the Table Space Scan from lack of RID pool
space



Time savings!
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Catalog is restructured in DB2 10
◦ Reduce locking







All Links are removed in the catalog and
directory – lock contention
Many table spaces use row-level locking
Partition-by-growth table spaces
ALL tables are in reordered-row format
◦ This may take more explanation!
◦ Initially only those that change/add
◦ REORG
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Catalog and directory tables : Each table in the following table spaces is
moved to its own partition-by-growth TS
TS in new-function mode:
– DSNDB06.SYSOBJ
– DSNDB06.SYSDBASE
– DSNDB06.SYSVIEWS
– DSNDB06.SYSPLAN
– DSNDB06.SYSPKAGE
– DSNDB06.SYSDBAUT
– DSNDB06.SYSGROUP
– DSNDB06.SYSALTER
– DSNDB06.SYSSEQ2
– DSNDB01.DBD01
– DSNDB01.SPT01
Each table space uses row-level locking, and all tables are in reordered-row
format
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ROW level locking verses PAGE level locking
Reduce lock contention by removing all
links in the catalog and directory
◦ Concurrent BINDS and DDL processing





Utilities that operated on links are no longer
needed in Version 10 new-function mode
Other operations that you could not do on
catalog tables that contained links are now
possible in Version 10 new-function mode
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I am a DB2 10 - Happy Camper!
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